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April 2, 2016 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 

 
Ashley Perrin joined our vessel for our one-month expedition from Falkland Islands to South Georgia. As 
anyone knows who has reviewed her CV, she has outstanding credentials and experience. That being said, 
Ashley far exceeded our expectations. 
 
An important thing that differentiates her is the fact that she has actually lived on South Georgia Island and in 
Antarctica, which gives her much greater local knowledge than other expedition leaders who have visited 
frequently but not been in residence. Having lived there, she has widespread contacts locally and within the 
government and agencies that is of great help if you need assistance either with a difficulty or just getting 
permits issued and approved. 
 
She was a great expedition leader. She had excellent knowledge of places to anchor, location of wildlife, as 
well as where to hike. She is a hard worker, tenacious and self-starting.  
 
In difficult situations, she is “on it,” calmly analyzing the risks and potential solutions of the situation and 
acting immediately. This is an important asset in the Southern Oceans where help is far away and the 
circumstances can change very rapidly.  
 
More than just an expedition leader, she is very knowledgeable regarding navigation in all waters and coves. 
Additionally, she has the ability to analyze equipment and mechanical difficulties and works through the 
problem to find a solution. 
 
Because of her life-long experience with small boats to large vessels, and with handling boats in all types of 
waters, her expertise spans the gap from mechanical knowledge to piloting expertise, from practical navigation 
to serious storm seamanship and expedition leadership. 
 
We highly recommend Ashley as an Ice Pilot, Captain, and/or crew member. 
 
Regards, 
 

 
Ann Evans 
Captain, m/v Ithaka 


